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that you have enough free
space on your C drive, and
try starting the game from

the Start Menu. The
command line for it is
"java -Xmx1G -Xms1G

-Xmn512M -jar /Users/YOU
RUSERNAME/Library/Applic
ation Support/minecraft/ve
rsions/1.7.10-1.7.10.B9/bin
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/lwjgl.jar net.minecraft.clie
nt.Minecraft" (the folder

versions may not be there,
just replace it for the

location you have it). Pay
for a Photo, and View it in
a Variety of Ways It is a

common occurrence for a
photographer or

videographer to take
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snapshots of their journey,
often on the way to see an
amazing piece of artwork.

Let’s say that the final
product is a photo that is
printed on a canvas that
can be hung on the wall.

This is the traditional print
experience. For some,
though, it is not just a
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canvas. It is an object that
holds significance in their
life. “But what if I could
pay for a photo that was
printed and included in a

treasure chest?” they ask.
In a similar fashion to

Houzz.com, “Think of My
Photo” solves this

problem. Think of My
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Photo offers a more
interactive experience.

Instead of simply viewing
a printed photo, Think of
My Photo offers a variety
of creative choices. Some
of these creative choices

include: -Choose a custom
printed image. -Select

from a variety of pre-made
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templates, allowing you to
create your own fun piece
of art. -Wrap it around a
foam board and create

your own art. -Embellish it
with a scarf. -Start a

collection by combining
your favorite photos and
accessories. If you are
interested, Think of My
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